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 When an art museum displays objects, it relies on the visitor’s ability to see and 
observe. However, museums alienate audiences with visual impairments by failing to 
offer programs to help those visitors engage with art. This study analyzes how small to 
mid-size museums adapt programs and acquire resources to become more accessible to 
audiences with visual disabilities. An analysis of these interviews revealed that museums 
become more accessible if they assess current barriers, connect with their community, 
create tactile programs, and solicit feedback from the audience served. This research 
serves as a guide and provides advice for museums that want to become more welcoming 










 Under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990, accessibility means to 
comply within the regulations of the ADA’s Standards for Accessible Design for 
construction and alterations (Salmen 1998, 11). Accessibility requires museums to make 
exhibitions and programs available to the general public, by eliminating physical, 
communication, and attitudinal barriers. 
 Accessibility is an important yet challenging issue that all museums face. While 
most museums attempt to cast a wide net in attracting diverse audiences, programs and 
exhibitions should be modified to serve those with visual impairments or blindness as 
traditional art displays are strictly visual.  Art museums provide visual and interactive 
experiences, but they must account for the barriers that visitors may encounter. How can 
museums become more accessible to audiences with visual disabilities? What are the best 
museum practices for small to mid size museums ($900,000 to $4.5 million budget size) 
to adopt effective programs for visitors with visual disabilities? 
 Museums should follow close guidelines and procedures in exhibition 
development and design to ensure that they are accessible to all audiences. Art museums 
also may create specific programming experiences to reach those who have visual 
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impairments. What programs and tools have museums developed that serve audiences 
with visual disabilities? How can museums adopt these resources to reach these 
audiences? 
 Museums have the duty of caring for and displaying their collections for public 
benefit. Museums seek to educate, engage, and enrich the public through their 
collections, exhibitions, and programs. Despite these common objectives, museums must 
address issues of accessibility to reach audiences who are limited in vision, mobility, and 
those with multiple disabilities.  
By law, public buildings are required to be accessible as outlined by the 
Architectural and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board (Catalog of Federal 
Domestic Assistance, 2015).  At minimum, museums must follow these regulations.  To 
become accessible and welcoming to all, museums should adapt their programming or 
exhibitions to accommodate the needs of people with other disabilities, including those 
who have visual disabilities. This research investigates the best resources, methods, 
programs, and tools for small to mid size museums to become accessible to visitors with 
visual impairments. It will also address common barriers faced by museums and visitors 
with visual impairments when addressing accessibility issues.  
Overview of how these questions fits in the literature: 
 This thesis investigates the literature of past and present museum programs and 
accessibility initiatives for people with visual impairments or blindness. It presents 
current programs and tools utilized by museums to serve audiences with visual 
disabilities. This research examines literature that focuses on the rights, trends, and 
struggles of people with disabilities in a museum environment. 
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Methodology: 
 I conducted a case study to highlight museums and service organizations that seek 
to engage audiences with visual disabilities in Philadelphia and northern New Jersey. 
This research highlights three service organizations and museums that directly aid people 
with visual impairments. The service organizations: Art-Reach, Philly Touch Tours, and 
Associated Services for the Blind & Visually Impaired (Associated Services for the 
Blind) revealed the underlying obstacles and initiatives that are needed to address 
accessibility. I chose these organizations because they serve as cultural partners and allies 
to museums. They help train museum staff, develop programs, provide resources, and 
market accessible programs to people with visual disabilities.  These organizations work 
directly with people who are blind or have visual impairments and are familiar with the 
obstacles, stigma, and challenges that this population often encounters in a public setting, 
such as a museum. 
 Three museums studied from the Philadelphia and New Jersey area include: 
Philadelphia’s Magic Gardens, James A. Michener Art Museum (Michener Art 
Museum), and the Morris Museum. These museums have accessible programs that serve 
audiences with visual impairments. Each of these institutions illustrates different 
obstacles, development, and implementation of programs procedures. The comparison of 
these case studies reveals the different levels of engagement, resources, technology, and 
knowledge required to carry out these programming initiatives.   
 For the museums studied, I selected the annual budget point of $900,000 to $4.5 
million in order to highlight the ways smaller institutions can implement successful 
programs that engage audiences of all abilities. In comparison, large museums such as the 
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Philadelphia Museum of Art, which has a budget size of $178 million (Guidestar, 2017), 
already have greater financial support, more staff, and broader name recognition to 
general audiences.  
 To obtain data, I interviewed the administrators of the service organizations and 
museums. Each museum revealed common barriers that visitors with visual impairments 
encounter when they visit the institution, how programs were developed, the motivation 
for the program, and how the museums define success. 
 After the interviews, I compared the findings from each museum’s programs and 
initiatives to the recommend best practices as outlined by the service organizations. 
Based on these findings, I analyzed common trends and methods, which reduce the 
barriers that visitors face when visiting an institution.  The ultimate goal of this research 
is to recommend best methods for museums in developing, implementing, and sustaining 
valuable programs to those with visual impairments. 
Potential limitations of the study:  
 I reside in the Philadelphia and New Jersey area and only studied institutions 
within driving distance. This research did not focus on museums, which lack accessibility 
programs. Since this research is to highlight the best practices of accessible programs for 
visitors with visual disabilities, museums that have programs provide an example to 
illustrate how other museums can use similar initiatives to fulfill their needs and mission. 
Lastly the main focus of this research focuses on accessibility of the physical and 
aesthetic experience for visitors with visual impairments, not for visitors with other 
disabilities. 
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Anticipated findings: 
 I hypothesized that museums are beginning to make a conscious effort to become 
more accessible. I theorized that most museums will be in compliance with the ADA, but 
do not or cannot afford to go the extra step in creating accessible programs. I anticipated 
learning about staff struggles and learning process in developing accessible programs. 
The goal of this research was to discover and expose successful programs that can be 
easily be adapted to other museum needs.  





What is a disability? 
The Americans with Disabilities Act 
 The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) was signed into law on July 26, 1990 
by President George H.W. Bush.  It became the first comprehensive legislation that 
prohibited discrimination towards people with disabilities in areas of employment and in 
the public sector. This monumental Act finally gave rights to those with disabilities who 
had been advocating for such rights since the 1960s (Bleau 2008, 277-288).  In his 
remarks about signing the pivotal legislature, President George H. W. Bush declared that: 
“The Americans with Disabilities Act presents us all with an historic opportunity. It 
signals the end to the unjustified segregation and exclusion of persons with disabilities 
from the mainstream of American life” (Bush, 1990).  Along with outlining regulations 
such as physical barriers and social barriers, the Act also sought to define the meaning of 
a disability in a clear and comprehensive manner. The ADA defines a disability as “a 
physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activity” 
(Bleau, 2008, 278).   Yet, as time passed, US courts began to interpret the 1990 Act in a 
way that narrowed its application and intentions.  Due to this trend, which decreased its 
impact, an amendment to the original Act broadened its use to affect employers and 
individual employees in 2008. This amendment increased coverage of employees and 
also held employers accountable in serving those employees needs under the Act (Bleau 
2008, 277). Despite the ADA’s clear and comprehensive definition, it is not considered a 
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catchall for those with disabilities. 
 According to the World Health Organization (WHO), 285 million people in the 
world are believed to have a visual impairment, while 39 million people are estimated to 
be blind (World Health Organization, 2014). In comparison, as of 2015, 98,382 people in 
Pennsylvania and 161,587 people in New Jersey reported vision loss (American 
Foundation for the Blind, 2017). There are varying levels of vision problems, as defined 
by the American Foundation for the Blind: visually impaired, legally blind, and 
blindness. Visually impaired is defined as someone who struggles to see objects in their 
peripheral vision or difficulty reading material even with medical correction. Legally 
blind is defined as “as no better than 20/200 corrected vision in the better eye, or a visual 
field not extending beyond 20 degrees in the better eye, or a visual efficiency of no more 
than 20 percent” (American Foundation for the Blind, 2017). It is described as “legal” 
due to a person’s ability to receive governmental benefits and support due to his or her 
visual impairment. Lastly blindness is considered to be caused by various conditions that 
may consist from limited to no ability to see objects or the inability to perceive light 
(American Foundation for the Blind, 2017).  
 However, identifying a person solely based on a disability can be dehumanizing. 
A person is more than a disability and despite the ADA’s efforts, people with disabilities 
continuously struggle with identity, social rights, and stereotypes that are inflicted on 
them. A new linguistic and attitudinal movement of person-first language is attempting to 
break these negative connotations. Person-first language seeks to place emphasis on the 
person, noting that a person isn’t defined by their disability. In this concept it is more 
acceptable to refer to a person as “a person with a disability,” and not “disabled person” 
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(Collier 2012b, 1977). Advocates of person-first language contend that it sheds the idea 
that a disability is another human trait, as is gender, ethnicity, and sexuality. It 
emphasizes the person – not the disability (Collier 2012c, E963).  Person-first language is 
the politically correct way to refer to people with disabilities and it has even made its way 
into formal and academic literature.  Despite the movement’s intentions, studies have 
shown that person-first language has done little to change the negative perspectives of 
people with disabilities. (Collier 2012b, 1977-1978). Critics argue that the movement is 
flawed due to the constant evolution and change in language, new terminology will 
inevitably be created and thus replace the objective of person-first language (Collier 
2012a, E939). Museums should consider using person-first language in greeting or 
interacting with visitors with visual disabilities. For example, staff should refrain from 
using terms like handicapped parking, or handicapped bathrooms and instead say 
accessible parking or accessible bathrooms. This language can make a visitor feel valued 
and not defined by their disability. 
Barriers to overcome 
 Apart from identity, there are still major obstacles that people with visual 
disabilities struggle with such as physical and attitudinal barriers. Barriers in physical 
spaces and communication prevent people with disabilities to enjoy the same rights, 
recreation, and opportunities as non-disabled groups. More often than not, people with 
disabilities are denied basic human rights. For over 20 years, transportation, finances, 
healthcare, recreation, and education are still not as easily accessible as they are for 
people without disabilities (Peat 1997). These obstacles can create a stigma for those with 
disabilities. Institutions, public places, and society often fail to help eliminate these 
physical and social barriers.  
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 Even with the ADA’s efforts to give basic human rights to those with disabilities, 
many museums fall short in serving the needs of this marginalized group. Historian 
Catherine Kudlick who has a visual impairment, described her failed visit to a small 
historical museum when she was on vacation. She encountered unhelpful and 
unconcerned staff when she asked for additional services to help her visit. She felt so 
insulted and helpless that she wrote about her experience to advocate for staff training 
and simple resources, such as audio tours or large-printed pamphlets to be available in all 
museums (Kudlick 2005, 75-81).  
There are also disability rights advocates who plead with museums to create an 
exhibition that highlights the history and lives of people with disabilities, including those 
with visual impairments (Linton, Simi 1999, B4-B5). All people want to be heard. 
Museums are becoming more aware of the general public’s needs. But as public 
institutions, they must become aware and represent audiences with disabilities as well. 
Museums as Public Service Organizations  
 The mission and programs of museums was not always to serve the general 
public’s needs or interests. The modern museum evolved out of European universities 
during the 17th century where collections of scientific objects were housed for academic 
study. They also evolved out of wealthy art collectors and formed into highly 
educational, wealthy, patriarchal, and elitist ideologies. The general public was not 
initially the main concern for museums. In the early days of museum development, 
curators and directors were focused on building up a collection, and ignored other tasks 
such as managing operating expenses. Museums wanted to highlight their collections, but 
to the benefit of scholars, collectors, or craftsmen. Displays would be organized with 
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minimum interpretation. Objects were arranged by aesthetic choices of experts. These 
design and display choices isolated the general public (Alexander 2008, 7-9). As 
described by Alma Wittlin: 
 The collectors felt that they received ingratitude in return for their 
favors, and many visitors were frustrated and angered. They had endured 
humiliating interrogations to obtain admission to a place described to 
them as a land of wonders, and they discovered they were aliens in it. 
(Wittlin 1970, 71) 
 This isolating experience began to gradually change by the 20th century. As public 
education became predominate in society, education and interpretation became important 
objectives of museums. Museums started to commit themselves to the needs of their 
audiences, offering themselves as educational institutions (Alexander and Alexander 
2008, 10). Author Janet Marstine noted that more museums are adopting post museum or 
new museology theory, which reflects the idea that museums are trying to right the 
wrongs of the past. Museums are redefining themselves and stepping away from the post-
colonial views and becoming more open and more involved with their communities. In 
new museology, museums give back control of those misrepresented of their cultural 
heritage. They are open and share responsibilities with the communities that museums 
serve, creating more access and stronger relationships (Marstine 2007, 26).  
Concerns of Accessibility in Museums 
 Museums are in transition. Breaking away from the old and antiquated practices 
of their pasts, museums have begun to take a public service role in placing value on 
immediate needs and engagement of the public. As non-profit institutions, museums exist 
to serve and engage the public and are held accountable by the public for their services 
and operations. Through exhibitions, education, outreach, and programs, museums are 
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have become social institutions that serve multiple and diverse audiences. As this change 
is taking place, Stephen Weil sums up this movement perfectly: “Tomorrow’s museum 
cannot be operated with yesterday’s skills” (Weil 2009, 46). 
  Museums have a lot to accomplish to satisfy the needs and interests of the 
general public. While museums strive to become accessible to all audiences, it can be 
hard to determine where to start in becoming more serviceable to those who have visual 
impairments. Museums should actively wonder: how can we accommodate visitors who 
are blind or have low vision? Are we doing more than the minimum the ADA requires? 
Are visitors with these impairments engaged in the museum?  
 Museums can address these questions by conducting evaluations of their services, 
programs, and facilities. They should create a panel of experts or allow people with visual 
impairments to evaluate and grade their site. This information can help museums to 
identify their areas of strengths and weaknesses. It also will give them the perspective of 
how visitors with disabilities perceive their site. Based on these results, museums can 
begin to understand how to improve the site to accommodate visitor’s needs (Israeli 
2002, 101-104).  
Visitor Experience and Technology 
 London’s Victoria and Albert Museum (V&A) is leading in terms of accessibility 
for audiences with visual disabilities. The V&A recognized the need to reach and engage 
audiences with visual impairments or blindness. In 2002, they hired a Disability and 
Access Officer, Barry Ginley, who was also the museum’s first blind employee. Ginley 
assessed and evaluated how the museum served audiences with disabilities, and he 
discovered a common issue: much of what was presented in the V&A’s galleries relied 
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on vision. How would the museum solve this for people who have visual impairments? 
 In working and training with staff, Ginley helped develop “touch tours”, where 
visitors with visual impairments could touch certain objects. Though this was a step in 
the right direction, participants were required to come in after the museum closed to 
experience the touch tours. This was done to prevent people without visual impairments 
from examining the objects. But now, touchable objects are incorporated into the 
permanent galleries, where all visitors are permitted to touch and examine objects 
regardless of ability (Ginley, 2013). Ginley also implemented several other strategies to 
enhance the visitor experience for audiences with disabilities: he properly trained staff in 
how to address the needs of people with disabilities, created art workshops, and included 
behind-the-scene talks with staff. From these initiatives, the V&A Museum became more 
aware of the needs of people with visual impairments. In return, these programs also 
created deeper experiences for visually impaired and blind audiences as well (Ginley, 
2013). 
  Madrid’s Prado Museum revealed an exhibition with 3-D paintings that highlight 
works by Goya, El Greco, and Velázquez, which created engaging experiences for 
visitors with visual disabilities. Visitors were encouraged to touch, explore, and engage 
with art. The exhibit proved to be highly popular and encouraged the museum to explore 
other ways to reproduce artifacts in their collection – including materials that consist of 
hair, metal, and textiles (Hewitt, 2015). 
  Even a museum’s floor plan can be a barrier for people with visual disabilities. 
Museums should arrange their displays and tours to fit the needs and engage audiences 
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who have visual impairments. Simon Hayhoe conducted a small case study of three 
visitors with blindness and their relationship with works of art in a museum. Hayhoe 
wondered why a person with a visual impairment would want to learn about art in a 
museum context instead of other formats. He also asked: “must a blind person need to 
perceive or be in the presence of a piece of art in order to gain meaning from it?”  
(Hayhoe 2013, 64). In his findings, Hayhoe discovered that a person’s proximity to art 
work is important as “perceiving the works of art itself” (Hayhoe 2013, 83). Hayhoe 
mentioned that each of his case studies focused on people who had different levels of 
blindness, these factors also made their perception of art different from each other. 
Hayhoe also concluded that the participants developed an “emotional relationship with 
art as a symbol of identity, whether they were able to perceive art through their residual 
vision or touch, or learn about art through description” (Hayhoe 2013, 83).  
 Museums can become more accessible to audiences with visual disabilities by 
inviting their feedback, ideas, and expertise in the best ways to engage visitors with art. 
These instances highlight the importance of touch, close proximity to art, and positive 
interaction with museum staff, which can positively influence a person’s experience in a 
museum setting. 
Accessible Design 
 The US Department of Justice offers museum-specific standards and guidelines as 
part of the ADA’s website. These guidelines primarily focus on physical and social 
barriers that prevent audiences with disabilities from accessing a museum. It is important 
for museums to be accountable to these standards. Museums should consult these 
standards when developing and designing museum exhibitions in order to create 
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engaging experiences for audiences of any age and ability. The website recommends 
accessible entrances and spaces throughout the museum. It also suggests that museums 
implement specific programs that heighten the museum experience for those with 
disabilities. Lastly, the website notes the importance of embracing these standards, so that 
over “50 million Americans with disabilities, [and] more than 20 million families with 
members who have disabilities” can access and support museums (US Department of 
Justice, 2009). 
 The Smithsonian Institution has a comprehensive guide in standards of museum 
design. This guide details how museum professionals should design and develop exhibits 
that are in compliance with the Architectural Barriers Act of 1968 and Rehabilitation Act 
of 1973, and Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. The guidelines offer standards for 
lighting, furniture placement, color contrast, interactives, exhibit content (such as label 
writing), as well as installation guidelines in exhibitions and public programming spaces 
(Majewski, year unknown, ii-4).  These standards outline some concerns that museums 
may have to consider when becoming more accessible to the general public. 
 The American Association of Museums (AAM) developed the National 
Standards and Best Practices for US Museums which “synthesizes the experience and 
best thinking of leading professionals, looking both inward at how museums function and 
outward toward their role in society at large” (American Association of Museums 2008, 
Sec1:vii). As this guide advocates best museum practices, it acknowledges the need for 
museum accessibility as well. It notes that museums have a duty beyond the law to serve 
audiences with disabilities. While it mentions the importance for museums in becoming 
more accessible in terms of physical space and intellectual access, it asserts that museums 
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must be diligent in deciding what should be accessible and what should not be accessible. 
AAM warns that if museums were to remove all physical barriers, objects could be put at 
risk of human contact (American Association of Museums 2008, 22). 
 With touch tours, guides and standards, museums are finding ways to be 
accessible and serviceable to audiences with visual disabilities. However, these programs 
and standards are constantly evolving. In assessing the shortcomings and initiatives of 
museums, museums must continually address and evaluate their services to audiences 
with disabilities. Otherwise they may be perceived as unwelcoming to over 23.7 million 
American adults who experience visual impairments (American Foundation for the Blind, 
2017). 
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In order to understand the initiatives and obstacles that museums face in 
becoming accessible, it is important to know the needs and abilities of visitors with visual 
impairments. Service organizations and advocacy groups that directly interact with these 
audiences are knowledgeable and have experience in developing programs, life services, 
and sustaining relationships for audiences with vision loss. Three service organizations: 
Art-Reach, Philly Touch Tours, and the Associated Services for the Blind directly work 
with people with visual impairments and provide accessible and engaging opportunities 
in art, culture, and in education. These organizations have the resources, knowledge, and 
skills in developing and implementing programs that help visitors with visual 
impairments to enjoy and engage with art. 
Art-Reach 
Art-Reach is a 501(c)3 organization that advocates for cultural accessibility for 
visitors with disabilities and/or low-income audiences in the Philadelphia area. Founded 
in 1985, Art-Reach was created in order to make theater performances more accessible to 
audiences with disabilities (Art-Reach, 2015). It has since evolved in making other 
cultural activities such as other performing arts and museums more accessible by creating 
an affordable ticketing program and through workshops and programs (Art-Reach, 2015). 
Art-Reach has four core programs: Ticketing, ACCESS, Encore, and the 
Philadelphia Cultural Accessibility Peer Group (PCAP). The Ticketing and ACCESS 
programs aim to make institutions more affordable to marginalized groups. The Ticketing 
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program distributes discounted tickets of Art-Reach Member organizations to service 
organizations, schools, residencies, and support groups. Similar to the ticket program, the 
ACCESS Program is for any EBT ACCESS cardholding Pennsylvania resident who 
qualifies for governmental assistance for money, food, or medical needs. This program 
allows EBT ACCESS members to enter participating cultural institutions of Art-Reach 
for an admission price of only $2.00. The Encore Program hosts workshops where 
members can go on touch-tours, backstage events, and workshops at partnering 
institutions. Lastly, the PCAP is a community group that brings together leaders of 
cultural organizations to improve visitor experiences and accessibility at their respective 
venues (Art-Reach, 2015).  
Nicole Oidick, who was interviewed for this research, served as the Manager of 
Accessible Programs & Special Projects at Art-Reach. In this role, Ms. Oidick managed 
the PCAP group meetings, facilitated and managed workshops, organized programs and 
events at Art-Reach, as well as maintained partnerships with member organizations 
(Oidick, 2015). Ms. Oidick has since left her position at Art-Reach, but despite her 
absence, the organization continues to be a common link and resource between cultural 
organizations and the community (Art-Reach, 2015). 
Philly Touch Tours 
Philly Touch Tours was founded in 2015 by Trish Maunder and Austin Seraphin 
with the mission “to provide equal opportunities in cultural settings for people with 
vision loss” (Philly Touch Tours, 2015). Ms. Maunder became an advocate of 
accessibility when her daughter was born blind.  Prior to the founding of Philly Touch 
Tours, she was asked to develop a touch tour program for the University of Pennsylvania 
Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology (Penn Museum) due to her past experience in 
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research and development of touch tours and interactive art. After a successful pilot 
program in 2013, the museum set a goal of serving 200 people with visual impairments 
over a period of a year. Ms. Maunder continued to work in developing and promoting the 
touch tour program in collaboration with museum staff, but recruited Mr. Seraphin due to 
his experience in developing visual tour descriptions as well as the fact that he was born 
blind. With little previous exposure to the museum world, he quickly fell in love with the 
program and the experience of touching artifacts. He began to lead the touch tours at the 
Penn Museum and helped Ms. Maunder in developing more touch tour programs 
elsewhere in Philadelphia. Based on the success of touch tours at the Penn Museum, Ms. 
Maunder and Mr. Seraphin founded Philly Touch Tours in order to develop touch tours 
and promote accessibility throughout the Philadelphia region. (Maunder and Seraphin, 
2015).  
Since its founding in 2015, Philly Touch Tours has evolved as a consultancy 
practice for museums in touch tour development as well as cultural etiquette. Philly 
Touch Tours offers training sessions and workshops for museum professionals, artists, 
educators, volunteers, as well as people with vision loss in developing touch tours.  
 Philly Touch Tours runs touch tour programs throughout the city, including the 
Penn Museum, Philadelphia’s Italian Market, and a William Penn Historic Walking Tour. 
These in-depth tours provide an opportunity for people with vision loss to encounter arts, 
culture, and experience Philadelphia’s bustling Italian Market (Philly Touch Tours, 
2015). 
Associated Services for the Blind 
 Headquartered in Philadelphia, the Associated Services for the Blind is a non-
profit organization that serves people in Southeastern Pennsylvania who are blind or have 
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vision loss. Its mission is to “…to inspire self-esteem, independence and self-
determination in people who are blind or visually impaired” (Associated Services for the 
Blind, 2008). To achieve this task, Associated Services for the Blind offers numerous 
programs and services including life-skills education, recreational programs, a legal 
clinic, a radio streaming service, computer training, and support groups to help people 
who are blind or who have visual impairments gain independence and confidence.  The 
Director of Human Services, Cedric Bryant, manages the rehabilitation department, 
which consists of mobility rehabilitation and training, technology training, life skills 
training, and English classes for non-native speakers (Bryant, 2015). Many of the 
organization’s clients live below poverty level, so Associated Services for the Blind 
strives to make its programs and services free or low cost (Associated Services for the 
Blind, 2008).  
 Associated Services for the Blind frequently partners with community 
organizations to offer a comprehensive network of services for its clients, which include 
hospitals, universities, and other service organizations. It partners with Drexel University 
and The Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania where students have created 
projects that aid its clients. Associated Services for the Blind also partners with groups 
like the New Jersey Commission for the Blind & Visually Impaired, which assists in 
providing computer training for clients. Associated Services for the Blind also works 
with organizations in producing braille text where books, magazines, restaurant menus, 
hospital records, and museum guides are produced on-site (Associated Services for the 
Blind, 2008). Along with braille printed material, organizations can benefit from 
Associated Services for the Blind for consultations as well as marketing purposes, to 
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which the organization will promote information about accessible cultural opportunities 
to their clients such as theater, museum, performing arts, or zoo events (Bryant, 2015). 
 Each of these three service organizations have direct experience and relationships 
to the visually impaired community as well as the knowledge in how to create accessible, 
educational, and engaging programs for this population. Organizational leaders each 
provided keen insight to the needs and obstacles that visitors face when visiting a 
museum.  
To best understand how and if museums are able to address these needs and 
obstacles, three small to midsize art museums in the Philadelphia and New Jersey region 
were studied to examine how their programs and services best fulfill the needs of people 
with vision loss. 
 The Philadelphia's Magic Gardens, The Michener Art Museum, and the Morris 
Museum all offer services and/or programs to accommodate visitors with disabilities, 
including visitors with visual impairments. While each of these institution’s services, 
programs, and missions differ, the belief is the same: that everyone should have access to 
art, regardless of ability. 
Philadelphia’s Magic Gardens 
The Philadelphia’s Magic Gardens was founded in 2004 in order to protect and 
preserve the work of Philadelphia artist Isaiah Zagar. Zagar is an internationally known 
mural artist who created over 200 public mural pieces within Philadelphia and around the 
world. In 2002, Zagar’s artwork was at risk of destruction when the owners of the 
property decided to sell the land and dismantle his work. With the help of the community, 
Zagar was able to purchase the lots and formed the Philadelphia’s Magic Gardens as a 
501(c)3 organization to preserve the artwork. Today, Zagar is an advisor at the 
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Philadelphia’s Magic Gardens, and he helps with tours and programming, allowing 
visitors gain his insight to his creations and work process.  
Its mission states: “Philadelphia’s Magic Gardens (PMG) inspires creativity and 
community engagement by educating the public about folk, mosaic, and visionary art. 
PMG preserves, interprets, and provides access to Isaiah Zagar’s unique mosaic art 
environment and his public murals” (Philadelphia's Magic Gardens, 2017).  Zagar’s work 
encapsulates the entire building and courtyard, creating glimmering and colorful 
walkways and paths, which lead visitors to various rooms and enclaves of his work. The 
vibrant artwork located in the middle of South Street, which attracts tourists and locals 
alike. In 2015, the museum welcomed over 100,000 visitors with 7,000 visitors who 
attended a guided tour for visitors of all ages and abilities (Edlund, 2016).  Operating on a 
budget of approximately $900,000, the museum offers tours, workshops, classes, and 
events to engage audiences in developing an appreciation of mosaic art (Guidestar, 2017).  
 
 
fig 1 – image of Philadelphia’s Magic Gardens Courtyard. 
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Olivia Edlund is the Education and Outreach Manager at Philadelphia's Magic 
Gardens. Ms. Edlund oversees all educational and outreach programs where she leads 
tours, develops workshops, and programs for offsite locations. Understanding the 
importance of accessibility, Edlund and the staff at the Philadelphia’s Magic Gardens 
adapt tours or workshops to accommodate needs of visitors with disabilities. The 
museum also partners with Art-Reach and Philly Touch Tours in becoming welcoming 
and accessible to visitors with visual impairments (Edlund, 2016).  
Michener Art Museum 
Founded in 1988, the Michener Art Museum located in Doylestown, 
Pennsylvania, celebrates visual art and cultural heritage of Bucks County. The museum is 
well known for its collection of Pennsylvania Impressionist paintings and special 
exhibitions, which highlight historical and contemporary artwork from the region’s artists 
that is hosted in the 40,000- sq. foot exhibit space (Michener Art Museum, 2017).  
The Michener Art Museums also hosts numerous programs: art classes for 
children and adults, concerts, tours, and artist studio visits. Melissa Easton-Sandquist 
serves as the Education Coordinator and organizes, develops, and schedule tours. She 
also leads docent training that includes accessibility and etiquette training. To 
accommodate visitors who may have disabilities or impairments, the museum hosts touch 
tours that feature textured models of paintings, props, as well as objects (approved by 
curators) that visitors can handle and examine (Easton-Sandquist, 2016).  
As the museum seeks to engage and enrich the public with local art, it also aims 
to “serve as a center for the study of the region’s artistic traditions” (Michener Art 
Museum 2017) and has an overall budget of about $4 million to achieve this vision 
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(Guidestar, 2017). Through its collection, programs, and events, the Michener Art 
Museum attracts 135,000 visitors annually (Michener Art Museum, 2017).  
The Morris Museum 
Located in Morristown, New Jersey, the Morris Museum “celebrates art, science, 
history, and the performing arts by providing engaging exhibitions and programs, all of 
which are designed to excite the mind and promote cultural interests.  The Museum 
strives to educate, entertain, and inspire diverse audiences of all ages, abilities, and 
backgrounds” (Morris Museum, 2016). While the museum was formally incorporated in 
1946, its origins and collection dates back to 1913 when objects were displayed “in a 
curio cabinet at the Morristown Neighborhood House,” (Morris Museum, 2016) where 
the collection soon evolved into a museum for children. As the museum continued to 
enrich children’s lives by introducing them to world culture, the museum’s collection 
began to expand to include fossils, rocks, and minerals (Morris Museum, 2016).  
Today the museum also has the Bickford Theater, which hosts musical 
performances, concerts, and theatrical performances. From the beginning, education has 
proved to be an important pillar of the Morris Museum’s identity as it continues to 
engage children and families with programs, exhibitions, and events. This vision has 
allowed the museum to evolve and expand to incorporate arts, culture, and science as a 
part of its mission (Morris Museum, 2016). This vision is achieved by the Morris 
Museum’s events and programs, which include tours, lectures, art classes, trips, and 
festivals.  
Of the three museums studied, the Morris Museum is the largest with 75,524 
square feet (Morris Museum, 2016). It also has the largest budget, of $4.5 million for 
carrying out programs, maintaining the collection, and for theater productions (Guidestar, 
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2017). The Morris Museum also welcomes the most visitors with 400,000 annual 
museum-goers, including 100,000 children. The Morris Museum aims to serve and 
improve the quality of life of the people of New Jersey, by promoting arts, culture, and 
science through its numerous programs and events (Morris Museum, 2016). 
Nancy Romain is the Accessibility Coordinator at the Morris Museum, where she 
organizes and develops all accessibility programs, tours, and events. She leads and trains 
docents to conduct touch tours for visitors with visual impairments.  Ms. Romain has 
developed an advisory committee, which includes community members who have 
various disabilities including those with vision loss. This committee helps develop 
programs for the museum and theater, including art shows and small performances, 
which showcase the talents and abilities of people with disabilities. The Morris Museum 
brings together different community members of all background and abilities, to promote 
collaboration, interaction, and understanding (Morris Museum, 2016). 
Each of these museums all have staff that care about making museums accessible 
and welcoming to visitors with visual disabilities. Despite these initiatives, there are still 
several barriers that hamper each museum’s effort in becoming more accessible. While 
these museums face their own unique barriers of accessibility, there are also common 
accessibility barriers that affect all institutions as identified by the service organizations.  
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 According to Canadian experts on the topic of barriers to accessibility can cause 
difficulty or prevent a person with a disability from “fully participating in all aspects of 
society” (Ministry of Community and Social Services, year unknown). Barriers can range 
from physical barriers, attitudinal, communication, policy, programmatic, social, and also 
transportation (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2016). Stereotypes, 
prejudice, lack of assistive technology, denying reasonable accommodations for people 
with disabilities, steps and curbs are all examples of barriers that can prevent a person 
from fully participating in society.  
 Each organization faces its set of unique barriers. However there are many 
recurring themes and issues that can negatively impact a person with a visual disability. 
In order to understand these broad issues, each service organization interviewee opined 
on their observations and experiences in listing common barriers that impact visitors with 
vision loss at a museum.   
 The most common barriers noted by each service organization were naiveté and 
fear, which can discourage a person with vision loss from participating in cultural 
outings. Cedric Bryant of Associated Services for the Blind noted that some individuals 
are trying to adapt to their impairment. For people who developed blindness later in life, 
navigation can be difficult and intimidating (Bryant, 2015). Likewise, Austin Seraphin of 
Philly Touch Tours commented that there aren’t many cultural activities made accessible 
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to people who are blind. Some people with visual impairments may not know how to act 
or know what to expect in such a setting (Maunder and Seraphin 2015). Additionally, the 
Associated Services for the Blind noted that people’s motivation to go to a museum could 
depend on their exposure to museums and the arts, either before their impairment 
developed or ever in life due to blindness (Bryant, 2015). As Nicole Oidick of Art-Reach 
noted: 
… the assumption that why would someone who’s blind or visually impaired 
want to come to this museum because it’s all visual. So that perceived idea I 
think can be a barrier too because it would kind of stop the conversation 
before it even starts. (Oidick, 2015) 
 
Fear can also affect how other visitors and staff react when they encounter a blind 
visitor.  
You’ve got to break down barriers in the general public [in] their fearfulness 
speaking to a blind person or addressing a blind person. There have been 
concerns about using words like ‘look,’ and ‘see,’ not knowing how to guide 
somebody, feeling awkward, just feeling a bit overwhelmed and thinking 
that [it’s the] case it’s probably best to say nothing rather than saying 
something and getting it wrong. We disagree, we say go ahead and ask the 
person who’s got a visual impairment what to do. And they’ll tell you 
because it’s not news to them [that] they can’t see, it’s only news to you. 
(Maunder and Seraphin, 2015) 
  
 Nicole Oidick of Art-Reach noted that a common misconception made by 
museum professionals was not understanding the difference between an audio tour and a 
visually described tour. Visually described tours primarily focus on the physical 
description of the object. They are intended for visitors who are blind or have visual 
impairments. Audio tours are more curatorial driven, intended for the general public 
(Oidick, 2015).  
Etiquette, stereotypes, fear, and lack of knowledge or understanding are all 
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behavioral barriers that impact a visitor with a visual disabilities experience when 
attending a museum. Fortunately a lot of these barriers can be addressed and changed 
through education, marketing, outreach, and training for little or no cost (These solutions 
will be addressed on page 33). However there are some barriers including physical or 
social barriers that may be harder to solve.  
Historic buildings often have their own obstacles when becoming physically 
accessible to the general public. Philadelphia’s Magic Gardens cannot expand or update 
its building structure because much of the building is occupied by artwork that 
encapsulates the entire space. Moving structures to make the building bigger would 
destroy the artwork. Found art sculptures surround visitors at every corner, looming 
overhead and jetting out of the walls, so visitors with mobility problems and/or vision 
problems may find it difficult to navigate. Due to narrow spaces, the Philadelphia’s 
Magic Gardens has a unique situation in that not every visitor can access the same space 
(Edlund, 2016).  
Spatial issues can also arise during implementation of a touch tour. In the 
Michener Art Museum’s studio craft area, objects are on a raised platform. This platform 
creates a tripping hazard to visitors with visual impairments when they try to reach for 
the objects. Docents have to be aware of this hazard during touch tours to ensure safety. 
(Easton-Sandquist, 2016). While developing a touch tour, museums need to consider 
inaccessible areas to ensure safety for visitors with visual impairments. 
 Museums also indicated that staff support and time were difficult barriers to 
overcome.  In implementing touch tours, Ms. Easton-Sandquist noted that sometimes the 
curators at the Michener Art Museum express resistance as to which objects are allowed 
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to be touched and used in touch tours. While certain objects are approved, some objects 
are inaccessible due to their condition and/or value (Easton-Sandquist, 2016). 
 There is also the issue of staff time. Curators, education, visitor services, all 
influence how a touch tour develops. As Ms. Romain noted, the Morris Museum has to 
negotiate staff time to develop and implement. In addition to this difficulty, the tour time 
that the group requests can conflict with other staff responsibilities or events that take 
place within the museum (Romain, 2016). Organizing and planning are needed in order 
to find a time where tours can come in and ensure staff availability to facilitate those 
tours. 
Conversely, while advance planning and organizing can reduce obstacles, the 
ability for a person with a visual impairment to visit a museum as a spontaneous decision 
is considered a barrier by both Art-Reach and Philly Touch Tours. As pointed out by 
Trish Maunder of Philly Touch Tours, the pre-planning required to enjoy a touch tour can 
be discouraging for people with visual disabilities. Often visitors with visual impairments 
will contact the museum first to ensure that it has accessible services available. However, 
Philly Touch Tours aims to be as accommodating to visitors who spontaneously want to 
go on a tour: 
…But we don’t want that to be the case though, as we often say, ‘oh it’s a 
shame you’re blind, but can you wait and be blind in two weeks instead of 
today?’ You know that is immediately discriminatory. But where we can 
offer something immediately, we will try. (Maunder and Seraphin, 2015) 
 
Despite each museum’s efforts in aiming to be accessible to audiences with visual 
impairments, all three institutions request advance notice to accommodate touch tour 
visits. The Michener Art Museum requests three weeks’ notice to ensure they have staff 
availability and training refreshers if needed (Easton-Sandquist, 2016). The Morris 
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Museum also requests pre-arranged tours in order to coordinate staff availability and to 
ensure the space is safe and ready (Romain, 2016). The Philadelphia’s Magic Gardens 
requests a few days’ notice to accommodate visitors with disabilities to ensure an 
enriching experience (Edlund, 2016). Visitors who decide to visit museums without any 
advance arrangement may find that many programs or accommodations are not available 
and become discouraged from visiting the institution.  
 These museums try their best to be accommodating by organizing touch tours and 
other programs, but the barrier of visits at will is a difficult hurdle to overcome. 
Unfortunately even though museums may offer these services, it doesn’t necessarily 
mean that visitors with visual impairments will come. Despite their efforts, the 
Philadelphia’s Magic Gardens and the Michener Art Museum both indicated that touch 
tours don’t happen on a consistent basis and only occur a handful of times throughout the 
year. Meanwhile the Morris Museum aims for a proactive approach, the museum contacts 
local community groups and will schedule tours after communicating with those groups:  
Another challenge generally is just getting people to come when you do 
things. That’s again why I arrange them individually. But if you just throw 
it out there, there’s a good chance that nobody will come or one person will 
come. So that’s why I...worked to constitute the groups, and it turned out to 
be very positive. I can even talk to the people organizing it about what their 
special needs were in advance. (Romain, 2016) 
 
Getting visitors to come to an accessible touch tour can be achieved, as proven by 
the Morris Museum. Museums should market to local community groups or schools in 
order for visitors to learn and experience a museum touch tour.  
Another barrier that was identified by a museum and a service organization was 
the issue of transportation. In agreement with the Philly Touch Tours, the Morris 
Museum also noted the difficulty in scheduling visits due to lack of reliable 
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transportation: 
Transportation is very hard for people with disabilities. They have to rely 
on things – so they either have to get a ride, which again governs when the 
program needs to be because if the people who drive them work during the 
day, then it has to be evening or weekends. So it just kind of depends, there 
could be no good time to suit everybody. The other thing is if they do 
Access League or these things that are run by New Jersey Transit or other 
organizations where they have to call and reserve a ride. Sometimes they 
have to drive around the world to get here and they have to give a 45minute 
window of pickup and delivery. (Romain, 2016) 
 
One way the Morris Museum tries to alleviate that barrier is by arranging transportation 
in advance. By planning, it gives time for both the museum and the group to figure out 
travel logistics (Romain, 2016). 
 Lastly another barrier that museums face to implement accessible programs is 
funding. The service organizations noted that funding to make accessible programs, 
including touch tours, could be a potential barrier for museums. Without funding, 
museums may find it difficult to purchase/commission object replicas, receive 
professional training and consultancy, as well as purchase or acquire assistive resources 
such as braille. 
All of these barriers provide motivation and urgency for museums to become 
more accessible. In effort to reduce barriers museums utilize a variety of programs, 
workshops, tours, training, to become welcoming to visitors with visual impairments. 
  






 Museums can reduce barriers by taking part in etiquette training, developing 
accessible programs, and connecting with outside organizations and community groups. 
Museums must also survey and solicit feedback from the audiences that they aim to 
serve. By surveying people with visual disabilities, museums can improve relations with 
the community, its services, and programs. With these efforts, museums can greatly 
reduce the barriers they face, advocate for accessibility, and become a place of 
engagement to audiences with vision problems. 
 
 fig 2 – Barriers impact visitor experiences, programs, customer services, and 
outreach efforts to museum. Yet if addressed, these areas can reduce a museum’s 
barriers in becoming more accessible. A museum needs to seek feedback from the 
visually impaired community in order to improve programs and services. 
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 The motivation for an organization to become accessible depends on its mission 
and vision. Nicole Oidick notes that the organization must also have passionate staff 
willing to carry out programs and initiatives (Oidick, 2015). This sentiment proved to be 
true for each museum studied. 
Philadelphia’s Magic Gardens has always been motivated by the community. The 
community has been impactful to organization since its founding when the neighborhood 
rushed to support and preserve Isaiah Zagar’s artwork. Due to this close relationship, the 
Philadelphia’s Magic Gardens views itself as a museum and art center for the local 
community. To engage all members of the public, including those with disabilities, the 
organization offers touch tours for visitors who are visually impaired.  
Olivia Edlund acknowledges that the organization has always valued being 
flexible and transparent to its community. Even though the space can be difficult to 
access and navigate, Philadelphia’s Magic Gardens is forthcoming with its barriers and 
navigational issues. Listed on its website, visitors are informed of narrow passageways, 
stairs, and hanging artwork. Visitors are also encouraged to contact Ms. Edlund for any 
additional services, needs, or questions regarding accessibility (Philadelphia’s Magic 
Gardens, 2017).  
Nicole Oidick of Art-Reach commends organizations that are transparent about 
their services or accessibility. Ms. Oidick recommends that organizations should list on 
their websites what they can and cannot accommodate, because: “…it would be the worst 
feeling to come to the door and not be able to get in because you didn’t let anyone know 
about it” (Oidick, 2015). Since the Philadelphia’s Magic Gardens makes this effort in 
being transparent, visitors can prepare for accessibility limitations. 
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If special accommodations are requested, Ms. Edlund adapts tours depending on a 
visitor’s abilities and requests. For visitors who are deaf, an ASL sign language 
interpreter can be hired with advance notice. For visitors with mobility issues, Ms. 
Edlund adapts the tour to avoid stairs and instead will show photographs of the artwork 
that is inaccessible to inambulatory audiences. For visitors with visual impairments, Ms. 
Edlund leads touch tours. Some objects are difficult to examine because of their 
placement in the building, but due to this barrier, Ms. Edlund adapts tours to highlight 
other objects that are accessible. 
We have had groups before come in that have visual impairments and I 
lead most of our tours so a lot of times it’s easy for me to make a decision 
about what is and what’s not okay for to people to touch. And thankfully 
there are a lot of things – even though we ask visitors normally not to 
touch the space, if they’re doing guided touching with us, that’s usually 
fine. Or for most of the work of the space, we do have a lot of objects that 
people can touch just on our normal tours to begin with. Certainly those 
are things that are great to use on sensory tours. (Edlund, 2016) 
 
Since the Philadelphia’s Magic Gardens space is confined, only a small number of 
people can be hosted on a tour at a single time. Due to this limitation, the organization 
can easily make small changes to tours to suit any visitor’s ability. At the same time, in 
recognizing the need to formalize and have stronger accessibility programs in place, the 
Philadelphia’s Magic Gardens is currently working with Philly Touch Tours on etiquette 
training and in developing a thematic touch tour for visitors with visual impairments. 
Although Ms. Edlund noted that requests for touch tours aren’t common, by working 
with Art-Reach and Philly Touch Tours, Philadelphia’s Magic Gardens hopes to serve 
more audiences with visual impairments (Edlund, 2016). 
While the Philadelphia’s Magic Gardens is starting to develop formalized touch 
tours, the Michener Art Museum has numerous accessible programs and resources. 
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Melissa Easton-Sandquist notes that the impetus for having accessible programs at the 
museum precedes her tenure in 2008 (Easton-Sandquist, 2016). This is due to the 
museum’s belief that it should be accessible to the entire public. Ms. Easton-Sandquist 
also suggested that other museums might adapt accessible programs to help receive 
accreditation from the American Alliance of Museums. When museums become 
accredited, the value and integrality of the institution is strengthened between funders, the 
community, as well as other museums (AAM, 2017). By having accreditation, museums 
can learn from each other’s accessible programs when presented at conferences or 
forums. 
 Accessibility has been embedded in the Michener Art Museum’s identity. The 
museum offers several resources to assist visitors with visual impairments including 
tours, interactives, and programs. Touch tours feature objects that have been approved by 
curators, such as furniture and sculptures. Visitors touch and examine the objects while 
docents provide a verbal description of the piece (Easton-Sandquist, 2016).  
To develop touch tours, docents will survey what objects are currently on display 
and plan their tour accordingly. Docents customize their tours themselves, using the tools 
and interactives that the museum has on hand. Sometimes docents will even develop tools 
or interactives individually and share these resources with the rest of the docent staff. 
Tours are kept small in size to suit each visitor’s needs (Easton-Sandquist, 2016). 
Despite the Michener Art Museum’s efforts in offering these tours, touch tours 
only occur five or six times a year because requests are infrequent. Though as Ms. 
Easton-Sandquist notes, the museum serves a much smaller population than other notable 
museums in the Philadelphia area: “...we’re a relatively small museum so our attendance 
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rate isn’t as high as the PMA (Philadelphia Museum of Art) or the Barnes … So we don’t 
have as many requests, but we’re prepared” (Easton-Sandquist, 2016).  
When tours do take place, docents are trained and carry out touch and visually 
described tours. As most of the museum’s collection consists of paintings, docents will 
utilize props and dioramas to help visitors understand the scale, texture, and shape of the 
painting. These tools were grant funded and they allow visitors to have a reference of the 
painting other than a verbal description. It helps them to understand the scale, texture, 
and image (Easton-Sandquist, 2016).  
 
fig 3: In the background a tactile diorama of the museum’s largest painting provides 
visitors a physical reference of the painting’s texture and scale. In the right 
foreground, an example of the museum’s raised line props allows visitors to feel the 
outline of a figure that is the subject of one of the museum’s paintings. 
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fig 4: A raised line prop is juxtaposed to one of the museum’s paintings. 
 
The Michener Art Museum hired Street Thomas, who once worked as the 
Accessibility Coordinator at the Philadelphia Museum of Art, to create these props for the 
museum. Mr. Thomas created a diorama with various textures and figures to recreate a 
scaled down replica of the museum’s largest painting. Mr. Thomas also created the raised 
line props. These raised line props are smaller and 2-dimensional compared to the 
diagram, but textured board allow visitors to sense a physical description of a painting. 
Though these props were commissioned years ago, they are still kept and used to provide 
didactic experiences for visitors (Easton-Sandquist, 2016).  
 Aside from these guided tours, the museum also offers braille translated label and 
gallery text.  Although as indicated by staff, the braille text is likely outdated as exhibits 
have been updated and changed throughout the years, but it still provides context for a lot 
of the museum’s permanent collection. The braille itself was created by a prison braille 
program, known as Building Bridges with Braille, sponsored by the National Prison 
Braille Network (National Prison Braille Network, 2017). Prisoners from the Bucks 
County Correctional Facility worked to translate museum label copy to braille text. These 
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transcriptions are in booklets that visitors can carry with them throughout their visit. 
However, the museum notes that requests for the booklets are very rare, as most visitors 
with visual impairments frequently come to the museum with a guide or tour group 
(Easton-Sandquist, 2016).  
 
 
Fig 5: Image of the braille gallery text booklet 
  
 Despite the infrequency of requests for accessible programs and tools from the 
public, the entire museum staff and upper management are supportive of these initiatives. 
While these props are dated, the museum is also embarking on new programs and 
initiatives to help make the museum more accessible to various audiences. For example, 
the museum is collaborating with senior care facilities where visitors with Alzheimer’s 
and dementia may also have various ailments including poor eyesight, as well as poor 
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mobility and hearing. Some of the props and tools used for the touch tours are used by 
docents for this specific program as well (Easton-Sandquist, 2016). Additionally the 
museum also utilizes these props for a program known as Art-Serve a free, endowment-
funded program that offers tours to economically disadvantaged people or people with 
physical or intellectual disabilities (Michener Art Museum, 2017). 
 The Michener Art Museum proudly displays its accessibility programs and 
services on its website. Visitors with visual impairments are encouraged to bring service 
animals, participate in touch and visually described tours, as well as take part in other 
accessible workshops (Michener Art Museum, 2017). The museum’s vision and belief 
that its art should be accessible to the entire public, no matter what a person’s ability may 
be, is admirable. Staff support of programs and services is key. As Ms. Easton-Sandquist 
notes, she rarely needs to argue for the benefits of these accessible programs to upper 
management: “I think that it has been part of our mission for so long, I don’t have to 
justify it anymore” (Easton-Sandquist, 2016). This is the kind of mentality needed from 
the entire museum community in developing, implementing, and arranging support for 
accessible programs for people with visual impairments. 
 Similar to the Michener Art Museum, the Morris Museum also hosts various 
accessibility programs and tours for visitors with visual impairments. However, unlike 
the Michener Art Museum, the Morris Museum actively recruits and contacts local 
schools, groups, and organizations, that serve people with visual impairments to 
participate in touch tours, workshops, and other accessible programming.  
 The motivation for the Morris Museum in developing programs for people with 
visual disabilities was to become more accessible and serve everybody in the community. 
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In order to become more accessible to visitor with visual impairments, the museum 
launched touch tour pilot programs.  By doing research for the pilot program, Ms. 
Romain discovered the organization Art Beyond Sight, a nonprofit based in New York 
City whose mission is to “make art, art history, and visual culture accessible to people 
who are blind or visually impaired” (Art Beyond Sight, 2005). Romain was able to use 
Art Beyond Sight’s website to learn about touch and verbally described tours. She 
gathered information and web links about art programs, funding, community outreach, 
and techniques for tours and dispersed it among staff including educators, curators, and 
collection managers. After sending these web resources to staff, Romain held training 
sessions to learn about the practice and proper way to develop tours. 
 After the training session, Romain wrote a verbally described tour about the 
museum’s entrance pavilion for practice. She then worked with staff in developing pilot 
touch tours for each season. Romain invited groups such as the Seeing Eye, the New 
Jersey Foundation for the Blind, and schools for feedback. These groups represented 
people of all different ages, backgrounds, and abilities. Tour sizes were kept small with 
6-8 people to keep the experience intimate and personal. Visitors discussed their 
experiences and gave feedback about the touch tour. Based on the pilot, the Morris 
Museum was able to adapt and update the tours. After the success of the pilot programs, 
the museum applied for and was an awarded a grant from the Institute of Museum and 
Library Services (IMLS) to expand programs and tours for people with disabilities 
(Romain, 2016). 
 Today the museum is able to schedule and pre-arrange touch tours regularly. In 
creating new touch tours, curators, educators, and Ms. Romain determine the topics of the 
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touch tour as well as which objects to highlight. Generally the staff selects objects that 
are multi-sensory. For example, the staff likes to highlight antique music boxes, “...they 
can touch – they can put their hand on the music box that’s vibrating, but we look for a 
mix” (Romain, 2016).   
 The museum staff also strives in making visitors welcome at the museum. At the 
beginning of the tour, visitors are greeted at the entrance pavilion receive a description of 
their surroundings as well as what they will be doing on the tour. This is done to make 
sure visitors feel prepared, relaxed, and aware of what’s in the room. The tour is 
delivered in two parts: a verbally described tour where visitors walk through the galleries, 
and a touch tour where visitors are seated at a large table to examine the objects.  At the 
table, tour guides will instruct the visitors on how to handle and examine the objects as 
well as provide a visual description of the object. Props are used to allow visitors to 
understand a certain elements of an object. As Ms. Romain states, props can be used to 
convey different textures of an object: “suppose there’s different textures to paint you 
could have something that they could touch, then we said here’s– this one is done with a 
palette knife, this one is done with a brush, these are oils, this is watercolor” (Romain, 
2016). 
 Aside from touch and verbally described tours, the Morris Museum also hosts 
other accessible programming.  The museum enlists the help and advice of an 
accessibility committee, known as AccessABILITY, where volunteers from various local 
accessibility groups work together to organize programs and events at the museum (See 
Outreach section page 52). The group aims to showcase the talent and abilities of people 
with disabilities at the museum.  
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 The Morris Museum also focuses on programs for people who are autistic. 
Recognizing a family’s difficulty or anxiety of bringing an autistic child to a crowded 
place, the Morris Museum offers pre-visit opportunities so that families can engage in a 
quiet, calming, interactive, and an educational atmosphere. The museum will host hands-
on activities and crafts to engage families. Anyone is welcome to interact with families 
and children with autism. The goal of this program is to help children with autism mingle 
and interact with visitors of all abilities while providing a comfortable and quiet 
environment (Romain, 2016). 
 Lastly the Morris Museum is also developing a resource fair for people with 
disabilities. This fair will have tables of different organizations, schools, recreational 
services, and professionals such as law firms or insurance agencies, that serve people 
with disabilities. This is meant to show people the various resources and connections 
available within the community (Romain, 2016).  
 It is clear that the Morris Museum actively aims to become accessible, 
welcoming, and engaging to people with disabilities. With the success of the museum’s 
touch tour pilot programs, the museum has been able to learn and develop new programs 
to engage those with visual impairments, as well as those with other disabilities. By 
building off of small programs, the Morris Museum now serves a large audience with 
disabilities and also receives collaboration with these communities as well. 
 Each museum may have their own motivations, limitations, and resources in 
developing and carrying out these tours, but there are some suggestions and 
recommendations from the service organizations for developing touch tours as well. 
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Safety is a major concern when developing touch tours. All the service organizations 
emphasized various steps and methods to create a safe and enjoyable experience. Art-
Reach suggested that when designing exhibits and galleries, museums should try to use 
universal design – which is the design of a building or environment where any person can 
access and understand it regardless of age, ability or disability (National Disability 
Authority, 2014). Universal design does not limit itself to physical design it also applies 
to services as well. As Ms. Oidick describes: “So universally designed space where all 
needs are met… Someone could ask for ASL or a verbally described tour at a museum 
and they have it” (Oidick, 2015). At the same time universal design can be extremely 
hard to achieve since everyone’s interests and needs are different. But museums can aim 
to make themselves more accessible by following ADA design and developing programs 
for people with disabilities.  
 Aside from universal design, Philly Touch Tours noted the importance of 
conducting touch tours in a closed and private space. Trish Maunder states this should not 
be done to differentiate between blind visitors and the rest of the general public, but it 
should be done in order to ensure safe navigation and quietness in a museum. By having 
the tour take place away from other visitors, staff can easily monitor the safety of the 
participants as well as the objects (Maunder and Seraphin, 2015). Additionally Cedric 
Bryant of the Associated Services for the Blind suggested that museums should offer pre-
visits so that visitors learn how to navigate the museum. This can help visitors feel 
welcomed and safe prior to embarking on a touch tour in an unfamiliar environment 
(Bryant, 2015). 
 Museums should be aware of spatial concerns and visitor safety, but they’ll also 
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need to consider what objects should be selected for a touch tour.  Philly Touch Tours 
noted that curators, collection staff, and education staff have to consider what objects are 
safe to touch. This is for the safety of the objects and visitors alike (Maunder and 
Seraphin, 2015). Choosing a sharp object would be dangerous for visitors, but choosing 
an object that is delicate and susceptible to damage would be unwise for its preservation. 
When Philly Touch Tours developed a touch tour for the Penn Museum, they wanted to 
incorporate the museum’s 15-ton granite sphinx. To do this, the museum and Philly 
Touch Tours permitted the visitors to touch the object, but they also purchased a small 
replica of a sphinx so visitors had a full reference of its shape.  
 Lastly curators, educators, and object conservators should consider if objects are 
to be used for a permanent or special exhibit touch tour. If the touch tour is a part of a 
special exhibition, then a museum will have to vet which objects are acceptable to be 
touched and handled for a short period of time. This could complicate the process if the 
exhibit is traveling from another institution. In this case, the museum would need 
clearance from the other institution before developing a touch tour for the special exhibit 
(Maunder and Seraphin, 2015).  
 Touch and visually described tours are just one way museums can become more 
accessible to the visually impaired community. As the Associated Services for the Blind 
noted, museums can also be more welcoming by offering other assistive tools or 
technology to blind visitors as well. A museum that offers braille description can allow a 
visitor who does not want to attend a group touch tour, the opportunity to read and 
understand the artwork presented. Museums that offer visually described tours on an 
electronic device allow another opportunity for a visitor to experience art (Bryant, 2015).  
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Museum can aim to have these resources available to allow visitors who come without 
notice, to experience the museum without a pre-scheduled tour. 
 Each museum and service organization offered various suggestions and tips for 
limiting barriers that impair visitors with visual disabilities from accessing a museum. In 
developing touch and visually described tours, visitors can experience art in a way they 
might not have known was possible.   
  





Touch tours and tactile programs can help visitors with visual impairments interact 
with art and have a memorable museum experience. Each service organization recognizes 
the important role the sense of touch has in understanding art for those with visual 
impairments. As Nicole Oidick of Art-Reach remarked: 
A lot of people say ‘touching is seeing’, so the inability to do that, 
while we completely understand why is hard but ...there’s ways to 
work around that. So even if you can’t touch the actual sculpture 
that’s in front of you, replicas could be made…Just anything 
through touch can help someone visualize the image in their brain 
or build the image in their brain. (Oidick, 2015) 
 
The sense of touch along with verbal description of an object provided by a tour 
guide allows visitors to understand art in a new and different way. All too often, visitors 
are used to the idea that museums are a place where one can look, but not touch. But 
touch tours bring out a different element of art, allowing visitors with visual impairment 
to examine the physical structure of an object. In speaking about his experience in 
touching objects without the use of gloves, Austin Seraphin of Philly Touch Tours noted 
how inspiring it was to examine an ancient Egyptian sculpture that was created thousands 
of years ago. He also noted that when blind visitors examine objects by touch, some 
discoveries are made that the museum did not know beforehand. “We’ve found so many 
things through touch, being able to touch them with our bare hands that you would have 
never found otherwise. Things about temperature change and change in texture, the subtle 
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texture of the material and things like that” (Maunder and Seraphin, 2015). 
 
Examining objects is just a small part of the museum experience. A key role in 
creating a memorable and meaningful experience involves trained staff. Museums that 
seek to develop touch tours and accessibility programs must recognize the importance of 
etiquette training for staff, who help visitors feel welcomed, appreciated, and safe.  
 
 Art-Reach noted that it’s important for staff to be open minded, respectful, and 
willing to serve people’s various needs. Having an open dialogue with visitors allows 
staff to understand the best ways to assist patrons during their visit (Oidick, 2015). 
Without this welcoming behavior, visitors may feel marginalized, unwanted, or a burden 
to the staff.  
 In one occurrence, the Morris Museum recounted a story of a woman who shared 
her experience with the museum concerning etiquette. The woman lost her sight when 
she was older, but had always enjoyed visiting museums and cultural organizations. She 
visited a sculpture museum in Texas and could see the sculptures if she moved in closed 
proximity to the piece. However every time she got too close, a motion sensor alarm 
would trigger. After frustrating the guards and continuously tripping the alarm system, 
the woman left the museum because she couldn’t enjoy art and felt ashamed of her 
disability.  
 In contrast when the woman attended the Morris Museum she felt engaged, 
welcomed, and involved. Since the Morris Museum developed a relationship and knew 
the personality and abilities of the woman, the staff tailored the tour for her: 
 
She felt like she was at a museum and stimulated to think about things 
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and experience it. So later on, she would come to a couple of the tours 
and then every one that we offered that she came, so later she wrote me 
an email and she said, “Hi Nancy, thanks so much for the tour Jerry and 
Michelle were fantastic – the curators who did the tour – and she said: 
‘your program makes me feel like a regular member of society. Keep it 
up, thank you.’ (Romain, 2016) 
 
Staff and etiquette training can deter the negative experience that the woman had 
at the sculpture museum and encourage the experience had at the Morris Museum. Philly 
Touch Tours noted how staff should be flexible and open. Staff will not initially know a 
visitor’s abilities, interest, or excitement, but they recommend museums communicating 
to the group prior to booking a tour. This way the museum can prepare the tour that fits to 
group’s needs and/or interest (Maunder and Seraphin, 2015).  
There are several methods in how a museum can go about staff training. The 
Philadelphia’s Magic Gardens has enlisted the help and expertise of Philly Touch Tours 
and Art-Reach. The Michener Art Museum continuously trains and prepares their staff 
for upcoming touch tours. Like the Philadelphia’s Magic Gardens, the Michener Art 
Museum is also a partner with Art-Reach. Ms. Easton-Sandquist attends training 
programs and forums hosted by Art-Reach in order to learn accessibility initiatives 
amongst the museum community. Ms. Easton-Sandquist also leads the accessibility and 
sensitivity training of docents for visually described and touch tour programs. Training 
occurs every three to four years with a retreat. Ms. Sandquist described the process of 
letting the docents understand the difficulty in having a visual impairment by role-
playing: 
So you know smearing Vaseline on glasses or just having a blindfold 
and working as partners and you take turns leading the other one through 
the galleries. You have to practice because once you blindfold somebody 
and they literally have to be led through you start to realize quickly how 
you have to describe every detail... We’re about to go through a doorway, 
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the doorway’s width and height, then we’re switching to a wood floor. It’s 
like things that sighted people never consider. (Easton-Sandquist, 2016) 
 Since these extensive training sessions only occur every three to four years, Ms. 
Easton-Sandquist will offer training refreshers each year for docents. She also leads 
accessibility training for the museum’s adjunct teaching staff. The museum also offers art 
classes and workshops, so to accommodate any visitor, child or adult, the staff is trained 
in accessibility etiquette as well (Easton-Sandquist, 2016).  
 Similar to the Michener Art Museum, the Morris Museum also utilized the 
expertise and resources of an outside service organization. The Morris Museum 
researched and studied Art Beyond Sight’s training videos to prepare staff in conducting 
touch and verbally described tours. One of the most important lessons was to be open-
minded and respectful of a visitor’s capability and individuality. To start the training 
session, Romain showed a video clip from the Federation of the Blind that discussed 
what people wanted and expected when they attend touch tours:  
And basically what she said was blind people are all individuals. 
They’re not ‘blind people.’ They’re a bunch of individuals. Some might 
want one things some might want another, some have certain background. 
And you’re not even going to please everybody. So that’s not realistic,.. 
just learn to view them as people as individuals with different lives, 
knowledge, and so on and don’t stereotype them. And she said do the best 
you can, but don’t expect that you won’t get negative feedback because 
anything you do there will be a few people who like it, some people who 
don’t and that’s normal. Just like anything else. (Romain, 2015) 
 This video was important for staff to recognize the stereotypes that exist about 
blind people. As mentioned by the service organizations like Art-Reach and Philly Touch 
Tours, museums need to be able to break down barriers and prejudice and realize that 
each person who comes into a museum is an independent individual. As Nicole Oidick of 
Art-Reach mentioned, “within the disability community too, everybody’s different. So 
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you meet one person with a disability, you’ve met one person with a disability” (Oidick, 
2015). This was an important sentiment for the Morris Museum staff to understand before 
developing a touch tour program that aims to serve the visually impaired community. 
 Etiquette training can even help staff in knowing how to interact with service 
animals. By inviting the Seeing Eye to test the touch tours, the Morris Museum staff also 
received training in how to handle and manage several animals during touch tours. As 
Ms. Romain noted: “And they told us interesting things like it's good to have a big square 
table because people put their dogs under it. You don’t want a little round table and all 
the dog’s noses are together. After all, they are dogs” (Romain, 2016). 
 Training will help museums feel prepared in the implementation of touch tours, 
but more importantly it will make visitors feel welcomed, engaged, and safe.  In offering 
tactile experiences and carrying out proper etiquette, museums can ensure that visitors 
will have a memorable experience. These goals will be achieved if a museum connects 
with various groups and organizations.  
  





 When museums connect with advocacy groups, community groups, service 
organizations, the benefits of the relationship are reciprocal: museums receive the benefit 
of training, feedback, and marketing while the group experiences an enriching art 
experience and advocacy ally. All three museums studied partnered with organizations to 
become accessible to visitors with visual impairments. Each service organization studied 
noted the importance for museums to connect and develop a relationship with advocacy 
groups.  
 The Philadelphia’s Magic Gardens and the Michener Art Museum partner with 
Art-Reach and receive such benefits such as reduced ticket pricing for ACCESS card 
members, accessibility educational and training forums, and help in connecting to local 
resources that offer different assistive technology and services (Art-Reach, 2017). 
Philadelphia's Magic Gardens also partners with Philly Touch Tours for touch tour 
development and training (Edlund, 2016).  As suggested by Philly Touch Tours, the 
benefits of partnering with these organizations can also help museums to understand how 
visitors may navigate the space (Maunder and Seraphin, 2015). Service organizations can 
also help organizations by offering online resources like training videos, surveys, and tips 
on how to conduct touch and verbal description tours. Art Beyond Sight’s website 
became an instrumental tool for allowing the Morris Museum to learn the best methods in 
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developing and conducting touch tours (Romain, 2016).  
 Museums can benefit by connecting with other museums as well. The Michener 
Art Museum utilized the expertise and resources of the Philadelphia Museum of Art’s 
Street Thomas in developing tactile interactives for touch tours. The museum also 
reached out to local community elderly facilities to invite them to attend interactive and 
tactile tours. In partnering with these groups, the museum expands its reach to visitors 
with multiple ailments, and in return provides an enriching art experience. In 
recommending how museums can start to become more accessible, Ms. Easton-Sandquist 
stated that museums should become involved with organizations like Art-Reach or the 
Museum Council of Philadelphia and begin attending training and etiquette workshops 
that those organizations may offer (Easton-Sandquist, 2016). 
 Through outreach, museums also receive assistance in marketing accessible 
programs. The Associated Services for the Blind lists accessible cultural events around 
the city of Philadelphia, and Art-Reach helps promote member organization’s programs 
to audiences as well (Bryant, 2015).  Philly Touch Tours also noted that it’s not difficult 
to find interested audiences in attending touch tours due to numerous social service and 
cultural organizations in the Philadelphia area (Maunder and Seraphin, 2015). The Morris 
Museum stressed the importance of reaching out to community groups to help market and 
promote its touch tour programs. According to Ms. Romain, if the museum does not 
make these connections or relationships, then people won’t likely attend due to not being 
aware of the accessible programs (Romain, 206). When museums extend their reach to 
outside organizations, the organizations in turn creates word of mouth marketing for the 
museum. 
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 Lastly when museums connect with partners, they also become advocates in the 
issue of accessibility. The Morris Museum created an advisory group known as 
AccessABILITY. The group aims to showcase the talent and abilities of people with 
disabilities. One of AccessABILITY’s programs is a pop-up art exhibit at the museum. 
The museum hosts a reception for friends and family of the artists to celebrate diversity 
and the talents of people with disabilities. This program brings people together and also 
makes them feel invested in the museum (Romain, 2016). 
 The museum and the advisory group also hosts a performing arts show for 
children with disabilities. Children can perform a number of things in the museum’s 
theater including: singing, dancing, poetry, instruments, and perform sign language 
renditions of songs.  Everyone involved cherishes this event:  
... the collaboration and the diversity, of the arts and the artists, everybody 
just loves it. And of course for the families and friends that come, they’re 
just so happy, so excited. And of course the performers are happy and 
excited too. So it provides families that haven’t had a lot of positive things 
with their children’s academics and things because they have the 
disabilities, it’s really like an affirming kind of experience. (Romain, 2016) 
 The Morris Museum suggests that museums also set up advisory groups to help 
plan programs, and to get community members involved and invested in the museum as 
well. The Morris Museum sees itself as playing a central role in organizing events and 
programs for people with disabilities. It actively promotes accessible events through 
social media in an attempt to broaden its following (Romain, 2016). 
 While museums should make connections with groups and community members 
to help develop, test, and market its programs, the museum should also seek to solicit 
feedback to improve these initiatives. In order to continuously improve these initiatives, 
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community feedback will indicate whether the program developed is successful or not. 
  





One of the most important steps of developing and implementing an accessible 
program is to solicit feedback for the intended audiences. By soliciting feedback through 
surveys, focus groups, observation, advisory boards, or informal conversations, museums 
can determine the most successful aspects of the program as well as areas that may need 
improvement. It is important for museums to acquire feedback so that the visitor feels 
valued and that their input can help the museum create a better environment for other 
visitors and the community. 
 In offering surveys after a tour or a program ends, museums can easily compile 
data from different visitors. Surveys can ask questions that concern staff etiquette, 
navigation, tour themes, and overall visitor experience. Philly Touch Tours notes the 
importance of distributing surveys, but also observing audiences to determine their level 
of interest.  
Seeing if people are engaged, seeing if people are enjoying it, 
listening to everybody’s reactions. Sometimes record them if they don’t 
mind and they feel like sharing something. We ask them to write letters to 
us if they enjoyed it or find something that they think we should 
change.  And everyone’s been responsive. We actually do a survey at the 
end of each tour so we’ve had a compilation of all of those. We’ve had 
them all analyzed and compared together. (Maunder and Seraphin, 2015) 
 
Surveys allow for a methodical approach in compiling feedback, where museums 
can analyze visitor responses over a period of time. However, sometimes museums may 
use survey questions as a guide, but want a less formal approach in obtaining feedback as 
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well. The Morris Museum formed a survey based off of the evaluations from Art Beyond 
Sight, but repurposed them for their own focus.  In an inviting way, Nancy Romain asks 
standard questions to each group and records their responses. Tour members are invited 
for cookies and coffee to have a discussion about the tour. This informal setting creates 
an open and friendly environment. Romain also notes that sometimes staff learns 
interesting feedback from visitors 
You know sometimes you learn interesting things if you 
introduce yourself and if you’re friendly, you’re chatting over snacks, 
they’ll generally open up. I saw one man, who didn’t say a word on the 
tour. He was so quiet, but yet when we sat down, he had a lot to say. He 
liked the tour and so on, but you would never read that by looking at 
him. (Romain, 2016) 
  
The Michener Art Museum also prefers a non-formal approach from soliciting 
feedback from visitors. By having conversations after tours, visitors are forthcoming 
about their experience. “The docent gets feedback, the visitors are very appreciative so 
it's more casual like that. We don’t have any formal survey afterwards” Ms. Sandquist 
notes that having open conversations, visitors feel welcome and at ease as well (Easton-
Sandquist, 2016). 
No matter what feedback method a museum decides to implement, it should heed 
visitors’ responses to improve or adapt programming. When a museum listens and 
implements change based on feedback, visitors will feel that their voice had a say and it 
will also benefit future visitors.  In order for a museum to realize its full potential in 
creating an engaging, welcoming, and safe environment to visitors with visual 
disabilities, museums must be willing to learn from the audience that they serve. 
 





 The lack of museum accessibility can impact a person with a visual disability 
through physical, attitudinal, communication, policy, programmatic, social, and/or 
transportation barriers which may prevent or a discourage one to visit an institution. 
Visitors may face fear or apprehension in visiting a new place due to navigational issues 
or safety concerns. Or visitors might not be aware of accessible programs that museums 
offer. Fortunately, museums can minimize these barriers by reaching out various 
advocacy groups, consultants, and the community to address these obstacles.  For 
museums to reduce barriers, staff has to be willing to implement changes that align with 
the organization’s mission and values.  
 Even with minimal to no funding, museums can become more accessible by 
selecting a few objects or props to engage those with visual disabilities. The 
Philadelphia’s Magic Gardens, Michener Art Museum, and Morris Museum all adapted 
tours to accommodate those with limited vision or those who are blind. After producing 
these pilot programs, museums should solicit feedback on ways the program can be 
improved. Once a museum has launched these pilot tours, staff can begin to plan to 
expand or maintain these programs and could apply for grants or obtain funding to 
solidify the program. Pilot programs can help a program gain momentum in networking 
with organizational partners and the community to build external support for the 
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program. 
 Museums should also reach out to accessibility groups such as Art-Reach, 
Associated Services for the Blind, or Philly Touch Tours to understand the obstacles that 
may face visitors with visual impairments. Service organizations can train museum staff 
in etiquette and educate them about common misconceptions or stereotypes about the 
audiences they aim to serve. Groups like Philly Touch Tours may even help organizations 
develop touch tour programs and market the program to the blind and visually impaired 
community. Lastly, museum staff could attend public forums or information sessions 
hosted by Art-Reach or similar organizations to learn about current trends of museum 
accessibility. This opportunity will help museums connect with other institutions and also 
learn from each institution’s experiences, successes, and challenges faced when 
implementing an accessible program. 
 Based on the experiences of the Philadelphia’s Magic Gardens, The Michener Art 
Museum, and the Morris Museum, a museum seeking to expand or improve accessibility 
can take different approaches in improving visitor experiences for people with visual 
impairments. However, to successfully achieve this goal, museums must examine 
potential obstacles and barriers that exist within the institution, build partnerships with 
outside groups and the community, solicit feedback to help improve programs, customer 
service, and exhibitions for visitors. If a museum is transparent and openly markets these 
programs to the community, visitors with visual impairments may feel valued, engaged, 
and welcomed in a museum setting.  
 The key in determining if a program is successful relies on several factors: 
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whether the program aligns with the museum’s mission, the museum has trained staff, the 
museum has made connections with outside organizations and the community, and if the 
museum solicits and implements feedback from visitor experiences. With these initiatives 
a museum can enact successful programs. However, as several institutions warned, 
success can be subjective and vary depending on what the museum seeks to achieve. 
Though one thing remains perfectly clear: whether program solicits one or 500 visitors 
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